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A New Way
to Work:
Streams
Introducing Streams™, a new way
to work. Use Streams to communicate in real-time. Make or take audio or video calls or instant message anyone with pictures, videos
or text. Use Streams to collaborate
with teams.
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PanTerra Networks is a unified cloud service provider,
delivering its family of secure,
ultra-reliable, future-proof
solution for SMB and Midmarket enterprises. PanTerra includes Streams, its business-class, HIPAA secure,
ultra-reliable, futureproof unified cloud service that can be
deployed world-wide.
Streams includes unified
communications and team
messaging infrastructure with
a next-generation cloud-

based solution and SmartBox, its HIPAA secure, enterprise cloud file storage, sync
& share service.
With PanTerra's unified cloud
service solution, enterprises
gain the highest levels of security, scalability, reliability,
availability, quality of service,
service level agreement and
support available, while significantly lowering their total
cost of operations and IT administration complexities.

where. Sync all your files across
all your devices. Streams lets
you work your way.

How do you work today? Using
five, six, or even seven different
service providers? Tired of being forced to work their way?
Sometimes, customers want to
speak with a real person. Other
times, you just need to share a
file fast. Or, maybe you have a
geographically disbursed team
that needs an easy way to collaborate. Maybe you need
something that supports both
real-time and time-shifted communications. There's got to be
a better way to work. Introducing Streams™, a new way to
work. Use Streams to communicate in real-time. Make or take
audio or video calls or instant
message anyone with pictures,
videos or text. Use Streams to
collaborate with teams. Share
your desktop, conduct a video
conference or broadcast a full
blown web meeting.
Share files with team members. Need to share files securely, use HIPAA compliant
Streams to quickly share files
and folders to anyone, any-
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PBX integrated. The Streams
interface is both simple and
powerful with a fully integrated
PBX, routing all your calls to
any of your devices. Instant
messaging with real time presence provides quick communication. Conduct video conferencing, deskshare, or full web
meetings with ease.
Increased productivity for
contact center agents. Need
Call Center functionality with
real-time analytics, it's built in.
And, a HIPAA secure file store,
sync and share service is fully
integrated into Streams, allowing you to securely and easily
share content.
Team collaboration when and
where you need it. The real
power of Streams is its team
collaboration capabilities.
Streams allows you to easily
create team-streams where you

can share any content, text,
pictures, video and even files
and folders. With built in social media features such as
commenting, likes, and resharing, teams can quickly
receive real-time feedback.
With the built in communication features such as full PBX,
video conferencing, and web
meetings, Streams allows you
to instantly exchange ideas in
real-time. With Streams, your
teams can collaborate any
way they want.
Work your way. From making the sale faster - to outmarketing your competition,
from simplifying your receptionist’s life - to turbo charging
your CEO, from empowering
your road warriors - to
strengthening call center
agents, Streams lets you work
your way. Faster - Better Simpler!

